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VH-003

1.
Before starting lay out all parts to
your mount and match them to the parts list
provided. Verify that you have all your
parts before attempting to assemble the
mount.
2.
Snap off the plastic covers (#2, #5,
and #7) on the wall plate (#8). Mark the
wall or desired mounting surface in
preparation of installation of wall mounting
plate (#8). Pre-drill if necessary and mount
Step 2 : Mounting
wall plate (#8) to desired surface using the
the wall plate
wood screw (#6) or hardware appropriate
for your mounting surface. (Note: wall
plugs (#9) are provided if needed) Warning:
Please verify that your mounting surface will support the combined weight of your
mount, mounting hardware, and monitor. Also verify that the mounting surface is safe
to drill through. If in doubt about either please contact a professional installer.
3.
If you plan to stack multiple VH-003 units proceed with
this step otherwise skip to the next step. Insert the tab of the
next VH-003 wall plate (#8) into the cut out of the mounted VH003. Mark the wall or desired mounting surface in preparation
of installation of the next wall mounting plate (#8). Pre-drill if
necessary and mount wall plate (#8) to desired surface using the
wood screw (#6) or hardware appropriate for your mounting
surface. Repeat until all the desired VH-003 wall plates (#8) are
mounted.
Step 4 : Connecting the
support ring to the wall
plate
Step 3 : Stacking VH-003
units in series

4.
Insert the support ring (#1) into the
wall plate (#8). Place the plastic connectors
(#3) on the support ring (#1) approximately 90
degrees apart from each other.

5.
Snap the plastic plate(s) (#7) onto the wall plate(s) (#8). Snap on the top and
lower plastic covers (#2 and #5) onto the plastic plate (#7). If using multiple VH-003
units only place the plastic top cover (#5) on the top most plastic plate (#8) and the
plastic lower cover (#2) on the bottommost plastic plate (#7). The plastic plates (#7)
should mate together when stacked.

Enjoy your mount!
WARNING: The installer of these products must verify that the mounting surface,
ceiling or wall, will safely support the combined weight of all attached equipment and
hardware. Video Mount Products will not be held liable for the improper use or
installation of its products.

